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What is literature-based cheminformatics?

• Using computational methods on PubMed
• Make the best use of this resource
• Over 28 million records / citations

• 100 years of research about chemicals and what they do in biological systems
• Motivation – address shortcomings of PubMed

• Fine-toothed comb
• Bird’s eye view
• Collaborations

• Bottom line – years of accumulated knowledge – we need it
• Deliver our methods to the public

• Excel Abstract Sifter
• EPA NCCT CompTox Chemistry Dashboard at comptox.epa.gov



Abstract Sifter in Excel



PubMed
Query results

Strategy

Download to Excel

Add 
functionality
Through VBA 
macro 
programming



Take notes and 
tag articles

Get an 
overview 
(Landscape)

Find very 
specific text

What 
Excel 
allows 
us to do



Key (and 
novel!) 
functionality

For each term, the 
number of occurrences 
in the title and abstract 
are counted.

Sifting

Sifter terms

To see abstract, 
double-click on 
a cell



View abstract and title with colorization



Taking notes 

First select the rows Then click here





What the Notes sheet looks like … 

Link to PubMed
Color codedTags and Notes Read and sort

Colorize 
Send to 
PubMed 



Highlighted: 

Helps with article triage: what have I evaluated … what did I think.



Landscape sheet
This is where you get the bird’s eye view of … 

a set of chemicals



Landscape 
Sheet



These numbers are article counts

How are the article counts 
determined?



Double-clicking on a cell causes 
a query to be composed from 
the chemical part of the query 
and the subject matter part. 



Take advantage of the bird’s eye view

Sort by 
article 
count 
to rank



EPA’s Comptox Chemistry Dashboard

EPA’s other implementation of the sifter technology





Some queries are already 
constructed for use as 
starting points.

You can also compose your 
own query.

Click here to send query to 
PubMed and get the results 
back.









Download or send to PubMed



What’s coming

• More documentation including video tutorials
• More integration between the Dashboard and the Excel version of the 

Sifter

Stay tuned!

And be part of the conversation…
Comment on the F1000 article or comment via the 
Dashboard



Thank you!
Questions?
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